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24 The Impact of Multinational Corporations. What are the advantages of multinational corporations? Corporations that
move resources, goods, services, and.

And nowadays it is impossible to insulate MNCs from the world economy. Sweatshop term is not new one in
the world economy, and the first sweatshops have already emerged in 19th century, however this term become
more prominent and more actual with the increased MNCs activities in developing countries. In the United
States, Xerox has introduced some 80 different office copiers that were designed and built by Fuji Xerox, its
joint venture with a Japanese company. Are there sectors and product areas where U. Notably because MNCs
are also using the same logic, which is applying to the ordinary firms â€” maximize profit with the minimum
losses. Later as corollary, former will be just absorbed by the later and this will make prices of production
artificially overrated, domestic production limited and threat of extraction of oligopoly rents as profit
repatriation. Many of those brands grew up to conquer other societies, as well. What are the advantages of
multinationals? And it was surprisingly to find some positive points about that. Moreover, when MNCs enter
domestic market in order to implement its global production strategy and investments are made as the part of
this strategy, the local affiliate and domestic firms that supply this local affiliate, are becoming integrated into
one global chain, what is opening for them new export opportunities and as corollary new impetus for
economic growth. However, in spite of their controversy, in overall terms, MNCs and their activities have a
lot of positive effects in how world economy is running. For instance, it creates new working places for the
poor societies in the developing world, introduce new technologies and manufacturing skills, import capital,
which many developing nations lack and as result promote development and growth in the developing world.
Also investments by MNCs in future can increase the level of overall domestic investment, what again can
give impetus for more rapid growth and development of developing countries. Multinationals can also tap new
technology from around the world. Majority of these claims are seemed to be true, but nevertheless, it can
differ from case to case and some of countries, especially developing one. Also, in my discussion I was
looking at the MNCs historical role and impact. But on the other, hand we can claim that every economic
activity generate waste and with the economies of scale this waste will only increase, moreover, consumption
patterns can change as income rise, and for instance, as more people becoming richer they starting to buy cars
and more cars of course harm the nature by the CO2 emission. And looking for lower costs of factors of
production many MNCs shift their production across the world. Following these arguments we can suppose to
see positive effect on development and growth in developing countries cause by activities of MNCs within it.
Make an order now! I also pointed out that, MNCs gave impetus for discussion of regulations and rules
concerning MNCs activities in the world economy, and due to the conflict between capital â€” exporting
countries and capital â€” importing countries such regulations was not installed, however they were heavily
contested. But on the other hand, it can hinder economic growth and development, notably forcing to close
domestic factories by the competition pressure from the MNCs, also it can exploit inhabitants in low â€” paid
work and not providing them with the top â€” ositions. Eventually, the union agreed to change work styles and
to improve productivity to keep the jobs at home. And first of all it is labor division, which is promoted by the
MNCs, which in some sense can hinder economic development. What is more, establishing and investing in
local affiliates, MNCs does not raise host countries external indebtedness. Moreover, as Oatley pointed out in
his book, country can achieve faster growth with the FDI, because it will not be rely only on the domestic
savings. In addition, facing better technological and managerial skills, domestic firms also can lose their
ground. And this all is meaning that pursuing liberal economic strategies developing countries will make
participation of MNCs easier in their domestic economies and no comprehensive rules or regulations will be
installed. Moreover, in some sense it is silly to blame MNCs for low wages in developing world in comparison
with the West, because it has already entered market with such low wages and moreover, productivity is lower
in developing world. So, as we can see above MNCs have quite significant role on the FDI promotion and of
course this policy has an impact in the world economy.


